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Abstract

We devise techniques to manipulate a collection of loosely interpenetrating spheres in three�
dimensional space� Our study is motivated by the representation and manipulation of molecular con�g�
urations� modeled by a collection of spheres� We analyze the sphere model and point to its favorable
properties that make it more easy to manipulate than an arbitrary collection of spheres� For this special
sphere model we present e�cient algorithms for computing its union boundary and for hidden surface
removal� The e�ciency and practicality of our approach are demonstrated by experiments on actual
molecule data�

� Introduction

In this paper we devise techniques to represent and manipulate a collection of overlapping spheres in three�
dimensional space� Often� manipulating three�dimensional geometric objects that intersect is time consum�
ing� However� by imposing several constraints on the spheres and their interaction� we obtain a setting where
e�cient and practical techniques are quite easy to obtain� Our study is motivated by the representation and
manipulation of molecular con�gurations� modeled by a collection of spheres�
A common approach to representing the three�dimensional geometric structure of a molecule� is to rep�

resent each of its atoms by a �hard� sphere� In certain applications� it is also assumed that the nuclear
arrangement � that is� the relative displacement of the spheres� is �xed 	it is often the so�called equilibrium
nuclear con�guration
� There are recommended values for the radius of each atom sphere and for the dis�
tance between the centers of every pair of spheres� In this model� the spheres are allowed to interpenetrate
one another� therefore it is sometimes referred to as the �fused spheres� model 	see Figure �
� The envelope
surface of the fused spheres may be regarded as a formal molecular surface� It is evident that various prop�
erties of molecules are disregarded in this simple model� However� in spite of its approximate nature� it has
proven useful in many practical applications� For more background material and references� see the survey
paper by Mezey ����
We study the hard sphere model from a computational geometry point of view� that is� we study the

combinatorial and algorithmic behavior of a collection of n 	possibly intersecting
 spheres in ��space� having
some special properties� We make several observations showing that� because of these special properties� the
spheres in this model can be e�ciently manipulated� For example� we show that the maximum combinatorial
complexity of the boundary of the union of the fused spheres� that is� the overall number of vertices� circular
arc edges� and spherical two�dimensional faces on the union boundary� is O	n
� whereas for an arbitrary
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Figure �� Test molecules ca�eine 	� atoms
 and acetyl 	�� atoms
�

collection of spheres 	even unit spheres
 this may be �	n�
 	see ����
� These results are described in Section
�
In Section � we take advantage of the favorable behavior of the model to devise a data structure for

answering intersection queries of the form� Given a hard sphere model M of a molecule and a query atom
sphere Q 	both given in a �xed placement in ��space
� report which spheres of M are intersected by Q� In
Section � we use this data structure to e�ciently compute the boundary of the union of the spheres� We also
show that this algorithm can be used to compute a related type of molecular surfaces� the so�called solvent
accessible surfaces� Finally� in Section �� we present e�cient algorithms for hidden surface removal� either
by computing a depth order or by computing the visibility map of a molecule�
We support our claim for e�ciency and practicality of the data structure and the algorithms that we

present by reporting results of experiments that were carried out on actual molecule data retrieved from
di�erent sources� like the �Protein Data Bank� at Brookhaven National Laboratory �� ��� In Figures �
through � you �nd pictures of some of the molecules that we used� All these pictures were produced using
the algorithms described in Section ��
Fast display of molecular models as well as other computational problems related to the geometry of

molecules have long been studied by researchers in the areas of computer graphics� molecular biology and
computational chemistry� 	It is beyond the scope of this paper to give an exhaustive list of references on
the subject� there is� for example� a journal�now in its fourteenth year�dedicated to molecular graphics
�����
 However� we believe that our work sheds a new light on some of these problems by using tools from
computational geometry in the design and analysis of the algorithms� and by providing algorithms that are
provably e�cient and and the smae moment fast in practice� Several recent publications by other authors
����� ��� also take a rigorous computational approach to problems in this domain�
Our work is closely related to the study of fatness� It has been shown that certain problems in com�

putational geometry can be solved much more e�ciently when the objects involved have no long and thin
parts 	see ���� �� ��
� Clearly� spheres are �fat� in that sense� In ��space� though� fatness is not enough to
guarantee e�cient algorithms when the objects are allowed to intersect� Fortunately� the extra properties of
the hard sphere model provide su�cient additional constraints on the objects to allow for e�cient algorithms�
It exempli�es� yet another time� that in practical situations a collection of geometric objects having certain
additional properties 	obtained from observing real�life situations
� behaves favorably�

� The Hard Sphere Model

Overlapping spheres in three�dimensional space may in general be rather unwieldy objects� The arrangement
de�ned by n spheres in ��space 	that is� the subdivision of ��space into cells of dimensions �� ��  and ��





Figure � Test molecules crambin 	�� atoms
 and felix 	��� atoms
�

induced by the spheres� see ��� pp� ��������� and below for more details
 may have combinatorial complexity
�	n�
 in the worst case and their union boundary may have combinatorial complexity �	n�
� Moreover�
e�cient algorithms for manipulating a collection of overlapping spheres are often complex and rather time
consuming� However� the atom spheres in the model of a molecule have properties that we can exploit
to obtain e�cient and simple algorithms for manipulating them� One such property is that� although two
spheres may interpenetrate� their centers cannot get too close to one another� The other useful property
is that their radii range in a fairly restricted range� see ���� p� J��� for a list of van der Waals radii� which
are one type of acceptable radii� Actually� each molecular modeling package seems to use its own slightly
di�erent set of radii� The following table shows the list the radii 	in �Angstr�m
 of the spheres we use to
represent the main types of atoms 	taken from a molecular modeling package called Chem�D plus
�

C Cal H N O P S
��� ���� ���� ���� ��� ��� ���

In Theorem �� below� we state the conditions that make the sphere model of a molecule favorable�
	Similar observations were recently� independently made by Varshney et al� ����
 From this point on� we
will refer to balls and spheres interchangeably� Each atom with radius ri and center at ci induces a ball
Bi � fpjd	p� ci
 � rig and a sphere Si � fpjd	p� ci
 � rig� where d	p�� p�
 is the Euclidean distance between
the points p� and p� in ��space�

Theorem ��� Let M � fB�� � � � � Bng be a collection of n balls in ��space with radii r�� � � � � rn and centers at
c�� � � � � cn� Let rmin � mini ri and let rmax � maxi ri� Also let S � fS�� � � � � Sng be the collection of spheres
such that Si is the boundary surface of Bi� If there are positive constants k� � such that rmax

rmin
� k and for

each Bi the ball with radius � � ri and concentric with Bi does not contain the center of any other ball in M
�besides ci�� then�

�i� For each Bi �M � the maximum number of balls in M that intersect it is bounded by a constant�

�ii� The maximum combinatorial complexity of the boundary of the union of the balls in M is O	n
�

Proof� Part 	i
� Consider a ball Bi� Let B be the ball of radius ri  rmax� centered at ci� Clearly� any
ball in M that intersects Bi must lie completely inside B� For each Bj that lies completely inside B� let �j
denote the ball of radius �

�
�rmin centered at cj � We claim that the �j !s are pairwise interior�disjoint� Suppose

the opposite� namely� that there are two such balls �j� and �j� whose interiors intersect� This implies that
cj� and cj� are less than � � rmin apart� This� in turn� means that the ball with radius � � rj� and center at
cj� contains the center of the ball Bj� � contradicting the assumptions of the theorem�
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Figure �� Test molecule SOD 	SuperOxide Dismutase
 with ��� atoms�

Hence� by volume consideration� the total number of balls that are completely contained in B cannot
exceed

	ri  rmax
�
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Part 	ii
 follows from Part 	i
 because Part 	i
 implies that the number of features involving Bi on the
union boundary is bounded by a constant� Indeed� if the balls are in general position then a feature involv�
ing a ball Bi is either a face on the boundary of Bi� or an intersection arc of Bi with another ball� or an
intersection point of Bi with two other balls� All these features belong to the two�dimensional subdivision
	or arrangement
 formed on the boundary of Bi by a constant number of circles� each being the intersection
of Bi with another ball� The complexity of this arrangement is evidently bounded by a constant� Thus� the
overall complexity of the union boundary is O	n
� �

The following table gives the values of k� � and the maximal and average number of balls intersecting a
single ball for our �ve example molecules 	Figures � through �
�

molecule k � max aver�
ca�eine ��� ���� �� ���
acetyl ���� ���� �� ���

crambin ���� ���� �� ���
felix ���� ���� � ���
SOD ���� ���� �� ���

As can be seen k is small and � is large as required� resulting in a small number of intersections per ball
	being much smaller than the worst�case bound of ��	k��
�
�
We now turn to discuss the subdivision of three�dimensional space induced by a collection of spheres� the

arrangement of the spheres� The study of arrangements plays a fundamental role in geometric computing�
and arrangements arise in the design and analysis of algorithms for a large variety of applications� We
denote the arrangement of the spheres in M by A	M 
� that is� A	M 
 is the subdivision of ��space into cells
of dimensions �� ��  and �� induced by the spheres in M 	see ���
� A ��dimensional cell 	a vertex
 of the
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arrangement is the intersection point of three spheres� a ��dimensional cell 	an edge
 is a maximal portion
of the intersection circle of two spheres not intersecting any other sphere� a �dimensional cell 	a face
 is
a maximal portion of one sphere not intersecting any other sphere� and a ��dimensional cell is a maximal
portion of ��space not intersecting any sphere� The combinatorial complexity 	or complexity� for short
 of
the arrangement A	M 
 is de�ned as the overall number of cells of various dimensions in the arrangement�
For arbitrary sets of spheres the complexity of the arrangement can be �	n�
� Since� by Theorem �� 	i
�
each sphere interacts with at most some constant number of other spheres� we have the following�

Corollary ��� The complexity of the arrangement A	M 
 of the spheres in M as de	ned in Theorem 
�� is
�	n
�

For most algorithmic uses� however� a raw arrangement is an unhandy structure� The di�culty is that
many cells in an arrangement can have complex topologies� and thus navigating around them is di�cult�
What we often want is a further re�nement of the cells of an arrangement into subcells that are each
homeomorphic to a ball and have constant description complexity� ideally keeping the number of subcells in
the re�nement small�
A prevailing and general technique for decomposing arrangements is the vertical decomposition 	see

�������
� de�ned as follows� For every sphere Si� we call the curve of intersection of Si and the horizontal
plane through the center of Si the equator of the sphere� Let E be the collection of curves on the spheres in
M consisting of intersection curves between any pair of spheres together with the equators of the spheres�
Let � be a curve in E� We extend a vertical segment upwards and downwards from every point of � until
it hits a sphere in M or extends to in�nity� We repeat this process for every curve in E� As a result we
get a collection of vertical walls that together with the spheres in M subdivide ��space into xy�monotone
�D cells� We then project each cell onto the xy�plane� and extend vertical segments 	with respect to the
y�direction
 from every vertex of the projection and from every x�extreme point in the projection of a cell�
such that the segments are maximal and contained inside the projection of the cell� We then extend each of
these segments into a vertical wall 	in the z�direction
 contained inside the original �D cell� For details and
illustrations of vertical decompositions for arrangements of spheres in ��space� see ����
Clarkson et al� ��� show that the complexity of the vertical decomposition of an arrangement of spheres

is dominated by the complexity of the vertical walls erected from curves in E� They show a slightly super�
cubic upper bound on the complexity of the vertical decomposition of an arbitrary collection of n spheres in
��space� In the next theorem we show another favorable property of the collection of spheres that we study�

Theorem ��� The complexity of the vertical decomposition of the arrangement A	M 
 for a collection of
spheres M as de	ned in Theorem 
�� is O	n�
� and this bound is tight in the worst case�

Proof� We distinguish between two portions of ��space� inside the union of the balls 	that is� the balls
corresponding to the spheres in M 
� and outside the union of the balls� The complexity of the vertical
decomposition of A	M 
 inside the union of the balls is evidently �	n
� by Theorem �� 	i
� Hence� from this
point on we bound the complexity of the vertical walls that lie completely outside the union of the balls�
These walls are erected from curves that lie on the union boundary� Recall that the equators of the spheres
are also considered curves in the arrangement A	M 
�
Fix an edge � of A	M 
 that lies on the union boundary� and let H� be the vertical surface which is

the union of vertical lines through points on �� Let F be the collection of faces of A	M 
 that lie on the
union boundary� where a face is a maximal portion of a sphere in M that does not meet any other sphere
or the equator of that sphere� and is not contained in any other sphere� By Theorem �� F consists of O	n

faces 	or surface patches
� each bounded by a small number 	bounded by a constant
 of low�degree algebraic
curves�
For every face f in F � we denote f � H� by f �� f � is a collection of a small number of low degree

algebraic curves on H� � By standard arguments� the complexity of the vertical wall extended from � and
that lies outside the union� is determined by the complexity of the lower envelope 	or upper envelope� or
both
 de�ned by the collection F � � ff �jf � Fg with regard to the curve �� Since the curves F � are either
pairwise disjoint� or a pair of curves in F � meet at an endpoint of at least one of the curves� and they do
not intersect otherwise� the complexity of the envelope is O	n
� We repeat this argument for every edge �
on the union boundary� There are O	n
 such edges� and the upper bound follows�
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To see that this bound is tight� consider the following con�guration of n pairwise disjoint unit spheres
in ��space� Arrange n� of the spheres one above the other and below the xy�plane such that from the
xy�plane one can see the right half of the equator of each sphere� 	To be precise� the equator itself is not
visible when looking vertically downwards from the xy�plane� However� an arc lying arbitrarily close to the
equator� and above it� is visible�
 The image seen from the xy�plane downwards is given in Figure �� Next�
arrange n� of the spheres in a similar way above the xy�plane such that the image when looking upwards
from the xy�plane looks the same but rotated over �� degrees� By carefully placing the two sets we can take
care that the visible portions of the equators intersect to create a �grid� on the xy�plane� Each vertex of the
grid corresponds to an intersection of two vertical walls outside the union of the spheres� and the complexity
of the grid is evidently �	n�
� �

�a� �b�

Figure �� The construction used to create a vertical decomposition with "	n�
 complexity� 	a
 a projection
of the spheres below the xy�plane onto a plane parallel to the z�axis� 	b
 the image of these spheres seen
from the xy�plane

It is however possible to construct an O	n
 decomposition of the arrangement A	M 
� Consider a three�
dimensional grid whose unit size 	along each of the coordinate axes
 is  � rmax� The grid induces a
partitioning of ��space into axis parallel unit cubes 	those cubes whose vertices are grid points and that
do not contain any grid point in their interior
� By applying the same type of arguments as in the proof
of Theorem ��� one can show that every cube in this partitioning intersects at most some �xed number
of spheres� Moreover� each sphere intersects at most � cubes� Now take the collection of O	n
 non�empty
cubes� It is easy to see that the vertical decomposition of this set has linear complexity� For each of the
cubes consider the arrangement of spheres that intersect it� restricted to the cube and construct its vertical
decomposition 	again restricted to the cube
� This will give a decomposition of the cube into a bounded
number of simple cells� As there are O	n
 cubes to decompose the total complexity will be linear� It is
easy to see that the number of adjacencies between cells is linear as well� which is an important property in
certain applications� like motion planning�

Theorem ��� For a collection of spheres M as de	ned in Theorem 
�� there exists a decomposition of the
arrangement A	M 
 into simple cells of total complexity O	n
�

� Intersection Queries

In order to be able to manipulate molecules e�ciently� it is desirable to prepare them for answering certain
queries e�ciently� In particular intersection queries frequently arise in the algorithmic manipulation of
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molecules� For example� in computer aided drug design� one wishes to manipulate a molecule in the presence
of another molecule to see whether they �t together� During such manipulation the molecules should have
only limited interpenetration� Hence� with every change in the manipulated molecule intersection queries
with the other molecule must be performed� Also� it is often required to know whether particular positions
in ��space lie inside or outside the molecule� that is� whether a point intersects the molecule or not�
In this section we devise a data structure that can be used to answer intersection queries with either a

point or with a ball whose radius is bounded by rmax� The query should report all atom balls that contain
the point or intersect the query ball� We will use this structure in the next section to compute the molecule!s
boundary� Clearly a point is a degenerated ball� Hence� a data structure that can answer queries for balls
can also answer point queries� Below we only describe a structure for query balls� When implementing the
structure though a distinction is made because point queries can be answered faster 	that is� with smaller
constants in the time bounds
�
Our �rst approach to solving this problem transforms it into an orthogonal range query problem� Let M

be the set of n balls 	as de�ned in Theorem ��
 that we wish to preprocess and let C be the set of centers
of the balls� We store the set C in a three�dimensional range tree suitable for answering the following type
of query� Given a query axis�parallel box� report the points of C contained in the box� To report all the
balls of M intersecting a query ball Q with radius rQ we construct a ball Q� with radius rQ  rmax and
concentric with Q� Clearly� the center of a ball of M intersecting Q must lie inside Q�� Next� let #Q� denote
the axis�parallel bounding box of Q�� We query the range search structure on C with the box #Q�� Using the
same technique as in the proof of Theorem ��	i
� it can be shown that the number of answers is bounded
by a constant� For each of these answers we check whether the corresponding ball actually intersects Q�
This takes O	�
 time� Using a standard range tree �� Section ����� we obtain a solution that requires
O	n log� n
 preprocessing time and space and answers queries in time O	log� n
�
However� due to the special properties of the collection of spheres that we study� they admit a simpler

and more e�cient data structure� Like in the previous section� we subdivide space into cubes whose side is
�rmax long� For each ball inM we compute the grid cubes that it intersects� Let C be the set of non�empty
grid cubes� The size of C is bounded by O	n
� We arrange the cubes of C in a balanced binary search tree�
ordered by the lexicographic order of the 	x� y� z
 coordinates of the say� bottom�left�front vertex of the cube�
With each non�empty cube we store the list of 	at most a constant number of
 balls of M that intersect it�
Given a query ball Q� we compute all the 	at most �
 grid cubes it intersects� and search for each of

these cubes in the binary tree� to see whether it is non�empty� If it exists we check the balls stored in it for
intersection with Q� We might �nd some balls more than once but duplicates can easily be removed� The
total number of balls tested will be O	�
� This leads to the following result�

Theorem ��� Given a collection of n balls M as in Theorem 
��� one can construct a data structure using
O	n
 space and O	n logn
 preprocessing time� to answer intersection queries for balls whose radii are not
greater than rmax� in time O	logn
�

The binary search tree in the above approach is only used to locate the di�erent cubes� Hence� we can
easily replace it by a hashing structure� Using the perfect hashing results in ��� this leads to�

Theorem ��� Given a collection M of n balls as de	ned in Theorem 
��� one can construct a data structure
using O	n
 space� to answer intersection queries for balls whose radii are not greater than rmax� in O	�
 time�
The randomized preprocessing time of the structure is O	n
�

Recently� Fj$allstr$om and Petersson ���� have carried out a comparative study of the behavior in practice
of various three�dimensional range search structures� motivated by simulation of deformation processes� An
interesting result of their study is that range trees do not perform well in practice 	for the special test data
that they experimented with
� as compared to other methods that they examined� In particular the best
performing method in their study is a grid�like method� similar to the one mentioned above�
We implemented this data structure using double hashing rather than perfect hashing� The following

table shows� for each of the �ve test molecules� their size� the time to build the structure� the time to answer
���� point intersection tests and the time to answer ���� intersection tests for a ball with radius rmax� All
running times are in seconds� on an Indy R���� workstation 	��� SPECint�� ���� SPECfp�
�
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molecule n build ���� ����
point queries ball queries

ca�eine � ���� ���� ����
acetyl �� ���� ���� ����

crambin �� ��� ���� ����
felix ��� ���� ���� ����
SOD ��� ��� ���� ����

As can be seen the query time seems independent of the size of the molecule� The time bounds are more
related to the density of the molecule� For example� acetyl is very long and thin� As a result� most queries�
that are taken within the surrounding cube� for acetyl will be empty� Also� the query time bounds are very
low allowing� for example� for testing whether a molecule with ��� atoms intersects a molecule with ����
atoms in ���� seconds� that is� clearly fast enough for interactive use while manipulating the molecule�

� Computing the Boundary

We present in this section an e�cient algorithm for computing the boundary of the union of a collection of
loosely interpenetrating spheres� We will show below that this algorithm can easily produce several types of
molecular surfaces 	the terminology here is borrowed from ���
� the van der Waals surface� Lee and Richards!
solvent accessible surface ����� and Richards! smooth molecular surface ����
Our algorithm uses the data structure of the previous section to e�ciently compute the outer cell of the

boundary of the union of the spheres� We assume that the union consists of one connected component� which
is often the case in our application setting� If the union is composed of several pairwise�disjoint connected
components� then additional measures must be taken�

��� Molecular Surfaces

The boundary of the outer cell of the collection of atom spheres of a molecule can be viewed as a formal
molecular surface� which is of interest in various applications in molecular biology ���� ���� In ��� this
surface is referred to as the van der Waals surface� We will show that our algorithm� operating on a closely
related set of balls� solves another problem in computational biology� sometimes referred to as computing
the approximate solvent accessible surface ������������� This involves the interaction of solute and solvent
molecules in a solution� In a simpli�ed model� the question may be formulated as follows� Which parts of a
molecular surface of a solute molecule are accessible to the solvent molecules� where the latter are modeled
by spheres 	a single sphere each
� We will assume that the solute molecules are modeled by the hard sphere
model�
An approach to solving this problem is proposed in ����� Roll a sphere representing the solvent molecule

on a reference surface� to obtain a new surface described by the center of the rolling sphere� The reference
surface� in our case� is the boundary of the union of the balls in the hard sphere model� In most cases�
the solvent �sphere� is assumed to be fairly small� We denote the solvent molecule sphere by R� 	Richards
��� later proposed an alternative approach that yields a smooth surface whose discussion we postpone to
Subsection ��� below�

We can rephrase the above problem in terms of motion planning in robotics� Let R be a spherical robot

moving in ��space among spherical obstacles 	the balls in M 
� Describe the obstacles in a con�guration
space where every point represents a possible placement of R by the position of the center of R� In this
formulation� the solvent accessible surface becomes the boundary of the outer cell of the free portion of the
con�guration space� Unlike prevailing formulations of motion�planning problems� the �obstacles� in our case
may intersect� However� as expressed in Theorem ��� these obstacles have other� favorable� properties�
To compute the boundary of the outer cell of the free con�guration space� we follow a common practice

in motion planning� and compute the Minkowski 	vector
 sum� of each obstacle and the robot� to obtain the
con�guration obstacles� Now� the Minkowski sum of two balls is a 	larger
 ball� Hence� our goal is actually
to compute the outer component of the union boundary for a collection of balls in ��space�

�The Minkowski sum of two spatial sets A and B� is the set fp� qjp � A� q � Bg�

�



The solute molecule is modeled by balls as in Theorem ��� The radius of each ball in M is increased
by r��the radius of the solvent sphere� We assume r� to be of the same order of magnitude as rmax� Note
that� the expanded balls obey the conditions of Theorem �� for di�erent constants r�

min� r
�

max� k
� and ���

Therefore� an algorithm for computing the union boundary for a collection M of balls as in Theorem ��� is
also applicable to computing solvent accessible surfaces� Thus� we present an algorithm for computing the
union boundary of a collection of balls M as de�ned in Theorem ���

��� The Algorithm

The scheme of the algorithm is to compute� for each Bi �M � the contribution of its boundary to the union
boundary and then to combine all this information to give the �nal output of the algorithm� The algorithm
proceeds in three steps�

�� For each ball identify the other balls intersecting it�

� For each ball compute its 	potentially null
 contribution to the union boundary�

�� Transform the local information into global structures describing the required connected component
of the union boundary�

If all we need is a list of the faces of the union boundary 	as is the case in the preparatory stage of the
hidden surface removal algorithm of Section �
 then we only need Steps � and �
For Step �� we use the data structure described in Theorem ��� The cost of the query for each ball is

O	�
� hence the total cost of this step is O	n
 randomized time 	or O	n logn
 deterministic
�
As for Step � consider a ball Bi and the family of 	a constant number of
 balls intersecting it� Let Bj

be a ball intersecting Bi� If Bj fully contains Bi� then we stop the process for Bi� as it cannot contribute
in any way to the union boundary� If Bj is fully contained in Bi� then we ignore Bj � for obvious reasons�
Otherwise� we compute the intersection between the spheres Si and Sj � which is a circle Cij on Si� The circle
Cij partitions Si into two parts� One part may appear on the union boundary� and we will refer to it as the
free part of Si with respect to Sj � and the other part is completely contained in Sj and therefore cannot
appear on the union boundary� We repeat the process for each ball intersecting Bi� to get a collection of
circles on Si� These circles form a D arrangement Ai on Si� A face of Ai belongs to the union boundary if
and only if it belongs to the free portion de�ned by each circle Cij� Since the number of circles on Si de�ned
in that way is bounded by a constant� the arrangement can be computed by a brute force method in O	�

time� together with the attribute whether a face is free or not 	a free face is guaranteed to appear on the
union boundary
� The complexity of the arrangement Ai is evidently O	�
� For each ball in M � the above
procedure will take O	�
 time�
In Step � we represent the outer connected component of the union boundary by a quad�edge structure

����� To this end we have to augment the arrangements Ai slightly� If Ai is the whole sphere Si we split
it into two parts with some circle� Next� if a boundary component of Ai is a simple circle C we split C
into two arcs adding two vertices� 	If C lies in both Ai and Aj the same vertices should be added in both
arrangements�
 Finally� if a free face of Ai contains holes we split it by adding extra arcs� 	To make these
additions canonical� we �x a direction d� and add all the extra arcs along great circles that are intersection
of the sphere with planes parallel to the direction d�
 After this step� which can easily be performed in time
O	n
� the union boundary will consist of simple faces where each face is bounded by at least two edges and
each edge bounds exactly two faces 	assuming general position
�
Now we proceed as follows� We search for the ball Bl �M having the point with largest z�coordinate on

its boundary� We then determine the face fl of Bl containing the highest point� This face clearly belongs to
the outer cell� From this face we will scan the entire connected component containing fl� More generally� we
take some free face f of some Ai 	initially f is set to be fl
� that was not treated before� and determine its
boundary� In this way we obtain for each edge e bounding f pointers to the previous and next edge along
f � as required for the quad�edge structure� Also for each edge e bounding f we determine the arrangement
Aj containing the face f

� on the opposite side of f 	j can be i because of the extra arcs we added
� f � can
be found in O	�
 time because only O	�
 spheres intersect Si� We locate e in Aj � add pointers between the
copies of e and recursively treat f � in Aj if it was not visited before� In this way we continue until we have

�



located the whole connected component of the boundary containing fl� It is easy to see that this requires
time O	n
 in total�
As a result of Steps  and � we get a quad�edge representation of the connected component of the union

boundary of the balls in M containing the topmost point in the z�direction� As for space requirements� the
data structure of Theorem �� requires O	n
 space� The additional structures described above are easily
veri�ed to require linear space�

Theorem ��� The outer portion of the boundary of the union of a connected collection of balls as de	ned
in Theorem 
�� can be computed in O	n
 randomized time �or O	n logn
 deterministic�� using O	n
 space�

If the union of the balls is not connected� additional machinery is required to construct the full boundary
of the outer cell� This can be done in time O	n logn
 by computing the decomposition of A	M 
 as described
in Theorem �� and traversing the outer cell of this arrangement� We leave the simple details of this extension
to the reader�
We only implemented Steps � and  of the above algorithm because that is all that is required for hidden

surface removal� The following table shows the running time in seconds for our �ve molecules�

molecule n Step � Step 
ca�eine � ���� ����
acetyl �� ���� ����

crambin �� ���� ����
felix ��� ���� ����
SOD ��� ���� ����

As can be seen Step  dominates the amount of time required� while theoretically both steps take time
O	n
� It is easy to verify that the operations involved in Step  are more complicated and� hence� the
constants in the bound are larger�

��� Computing a Smooth Molecular Surface

An alternative molecular surface was proposed by Richards ���� it consists of portions of atom spheres
together with portions of the rolling sphere as it is placed in various contacts on the boundary of the hard
sphere model� These portions are joined together at circular arcs to yield a smooth surface� Connolly ���
describes a procedure for deriving this so�called analytical surface 	to distinguish from an earlier and popular
method by Connolly ��� that only produced sample points on this surface
�
There are three types of surface patches comprising the smooth surface according to the number of

simultaneous contacts that the rolling sphere makes with the solute molecule atoms�

�i� a convex face is formed when the rolling sphere R is in contact with only one atom Si� and it is a maximal
connected set of points on Si that R touches in this manner 	there can be several such faces per atom
Si
�

�ii� a saddle face is created when R is in contact with two spheres� If R is placed in all the possible pairwise
contacts of this type 	assuming it does not intersect any other atom sphere throughout
 then it sweeps
a torus� The saddle face is de�ned to be the union of inward�facing arcs connecting the two points of
contact on R in each such placement not hitting any other atom sphere� and the face is any maximal
such union�

�iii� a concave triangle is created when R simultaneously touches three atom spheres� The three contact
points de�ne a spherical triangle on R� whose edges are arcs of great circles on R� and this is the
concave triangle�

These three types of surface patches� when glued together in the natural way form a smooth molecular
surface� For details see ����

Remark� This type of molecular surfaces raises a problem of self�intersections ���� These occur for example
when the radius of the torus de�ning a saddle face is smaller than the radius of the rolling sphere� It is
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easy to detect self�intersections within the time bounds of our algorithm� Also� it is claimed in ��� that
they occur in relatively small numbers� However� they make this type of surfaces not well�de�ned and we
assume below that our algorithm stops when self�intersections have been detected� That is� our algorithm
handles this type of surfaces only if they are not self�intersecting and stops and noti�es of self�intersections
otherwise�

One can easily verify that the three types of patches correspond to faces� edges and vertices of Lee and
Richards! solvent accessible surface discussed above� respectively� For example� a vertex of Lee and Richards!
solvent accessible surface corresponds to a placement of R where it is in contact with three atom spheres
simultaneously� and from which the corresponding concave triangle can be trivially derived� The actual
calculation of these objects once the union boundary of the solvent accessible surface as above was computed
is straightforward and can be done in constant time per feature� Moreover� the extra arcs 	parallel to a �xed
direction
 added to the arrangement on each sphere make the derivation of the convex faces in Connolly!s
algorithm even easier than in his description� because each such face is now simply connected� We summarize

Theorem ��� Richards� smooth analytical surface for a molecule with n atoms� modeled by spheres as
de	ned in Theorem 
�� can be computed in O	n
 randomized time �or O	n logn
 deterministic�� using O	n

space�

� Hidden Surface Removal

One of the tasks of molecular modeling packages is to display molecules� This should preferably be done so
fast that the user can interact with the model by turning it around to look at it from di�erent directions
or by moving di�erent molecules with respect to each other� to see for example whether they �t together in
some nice way 	that is� have a certain steric complementarity
� Hence� one needs fast algorithms for hidden
surface removal among sets of intersecting spheres�
In practice one often uses the Z�buer algorithm for this purpose ���� Almost all ��D graphics workstation

available nowadays use such an algorithm either in software or in their graphics hardware� Unfortunately�
most implementations only handle polyhedral objects� Hence� as a �rst step� one has to approximate the
spheres by triangular meshes� Di�erent methods exist but all lead to a large number of faces� To get a
reasonable approximation for a sphere one needs more than ��� triangles� So a molecule of ���� atoms
requires the drawing of ������� triangles in ��space� which makes the display slow�
In what follows� we present two alternative e�cient solutions to the hidden surface removal problem

for the sphere model� that both eliminate the need for a large Z�bu�er� As experiments show 	see below

this improves the runtime on workstations without special graphics hardware� An even more important
consequence though is that the methods can also be used when drawing molecules on a printer� e�g� a laser
printer� This leads to high quality printed images� as the examples in this paper show� Note that in this
section we only refer to the boundary of the union of the spheres� and not to Richards! smooth version
discussed in Subsection ����

��� The Painter�s Algorithm

Another approach to hidden surface removal used in computer graphics is the painter�s algorithm� Here one
tries to de�ne a depth order on the objects� sorting them from back to front� Next one draws the objects in
this order on top of each other 	like a painter
 where each new object hides the parts of other objects that
lie below it� Such an approach does not require special graphics hardware� The problem with this approach
is that it requires a valid depth order on the objects� Such an order does not always exist 	there can be
cyclic overlap among objects
� Also� for intersecting objects such an order obviously does not exist�
For sets of non�intersecting spheres an easy depth order exists� simply sort the spheres by z�coordinate

of their center 	we assume from this point on that the viewing direction is the negative z�direction
� But
for intersecting spheres this does not apply� Now� there is no need to draw the entire spheres� It is su�cient
to draw the pieces of the spheres that constitute the boundary of the union� as computed in the previous
section� Clearly� pieces of the spheres that do not contribute to the boundary cannot be visible� Also� the
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parts of the sphere where the normal points in the viewing direction cannot be seen� We will show that for
the remaining part of the boundary a depth order does exist�

Theorem 	�� Let S � S�� ���� Sn be a collection of spheres sorted by decreasing z�coordinate of their center
�that is� from back to front�� For each Si letHi be the hemisphere facing the viewing direction� Let H�

i � ����H
ji
i

be the collection of maximal pieces of Hi that are part of the boundary of the union of the spheres� Then

H�
� � ����H

j�
� �H

�
� � ����H

j�
� � ����H

�
n� ����H

jn
n

is a valid depth order for the pieces on the boundary�

Proof� We will prove this by contradiction� Assume there are two pieces Hk
i and H

l
j that are in the wrong

order� Clearly i �� j so let us assume i � j� Hk
i and H

l
j are in the wrong order so there must be a ray in the

viewing direction that �rst hits Hk
i and than H

l
j 	so H

k
i partially hides H

l
j
� Because H

k
i and H

l
j belong to

the union boundary� the ray must �rst hit Hk
i � then the back of Hi� then Hl

j� and �nally the back of Hj�
But this implies that the center of Hj lies behind the center of Hi and� hence� j � i� which contradicts our
assumption� �

This leads to the following algorithm� We �rst compute the boundary of the union by the algorithm
described in the previous section� In this way� for each sphere Si we collect a 	constant
 number of pieces
that it contributes to the boundary� For each of these pieces we cut o� the part that does not lie in Hi� Next
we sort the spheres by depth and draw the pieces in this order� As shown in the previous section computing
the boundary takes deterministic time O	n logn
 and results in O	n
 pieces� The sorting of the spheres by
depth takes time O	n logn
� We obtain the following result�

Theorem 	�� Given a set of n spheres as de	ned in Theorem 
��� a valid depth order consisting of O	n

pieces can be computed in time O	n logn
�

We implemented this algorithm� We split it into two phases� In the preprocessing phase we compute
the boundary of the union and for each sphere we collect the pieces that are part of the boundary� 	See the
previous section for time bounds�
 In the query phase we are given a particular viewing direction� Now for
each sphere we compute the hemisphere facing the viewing direction and cut o� the parts that lie outside
it� Next we compute the depth order for the spheres and draw the pieces� All the molecule pictures in this
paper were generated using this approach� The implementation 	even though not fully optimized
 is rather
fast� We ran it on an Indy R���� machine and compared it with the standard approach using the graphics
library of the machine 	that uses a highly�optimized Z�bu�er algorithm in software
� The following table
shows the time 	in seconds
 required per frame for both the Z�bu�er algorithm and our method�

molecule Z�buf new
ca�eine ��� ����
acetyl ���� ����
crambin ��� ���
felix �� ���
SOD ��� ���

From these �gures one might conclude that the new method runs at least twice as fast as the Z�bu�er
algorithm� This information should be treated with care� First of all� the pictures produced by the two
methods are quite di�erent� The way we implemented it� the Z�bu�er algorithm produces a Gouraud shaded
image while our new method produces a %at shaded image� On the other hand� our method draws boundary
lines around the spheres and along the intersections 	as in Figures � through �
 while the Z�bu�er method
does not 	it cannot because it does not know where the intersections are
� Also the picture quality di�ers
largely� On ��bit systems the Gouraud shaded image looks rather displeasing while the images produced
by the new method look much nicer� Also there is the issue of precision� For the Z�bu�er we used an
approximation of the spheres with about ��� triangles� In the new method we used an approximation of the
circles and ellipses 	projected sphere boundaries and intersections
 with � edges� which is better�
So we can conclude that our new approach produces nice images and can be used on simple graphics

workstations without ��D capabilities� What is probably most important though� is that the new method
can be used to produce high quality Postscript pictures� which is impossible with the Z�bu�er algorithm�
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��� Visibility Map

In some applications a depth order is insu�cient and one needs a combinatorial representation of the visible
pieces� the visibility map� A lot of work has been done in computational geometry on computing visibility
maps� See for example the book by de Berg ���� For collections of arbitrary intersecting spheres the best
known hidden surface removal algorithm runs in time O	n���
 for any 	 
 � 	using an algorithm for com�
puting the lower envelope of low�degree algebraic surfaces in ��space� see ���
� No output�sensitive method�
where the time bound depends on the complexity of the resulting visibility map� is known in this case� In
the case of a set of non�intersecting spheres the best known method is presented in ����� It runs in time
O		n k
 log� n
 where k is the complexity of the visibility map 	which can be �	n�
 in the worst case� even
for non�intersecting unit spheres
� We will now explain how the method of ���� can be adapted to work for
intersecting spheres as well� We assume some familiarity with the method of �����
For the method of ���� to work one needs to subdivide the objects into pieces that �rst of all have a depth

order and� secondly� have the property that the union of the projection on the viewing plane of the pieces
lying in any depth range has small complexity� One could use the collection of pieces as de�ned in Theorem
���� but it is unclear whether this collection satis�es the second condition� We de�ne a di�erent set of pieces�
For each sphere Si we again consider the hemisphere Hi� We take the pieces of Hi that are contained in

the boundary of the union of fH�� ����Hig� that is� we ignore the spheres that lie nearer� Let G
�
i � ���� G

ji
i be

the collection of maximal pieces of Hi produced that way� Note that the pieces contain parts that do not
belong to the union boundary but one easily veri�es that the pieces do not intersect one another�

Lemma 	�� The following order

G�
�� ���� G

j�
� � G

�
�� ���� G

j�
� � ���� G

�
n� ���� G

jn
n

is a valid depth order for the pieces Gj
i as de	ned above�

We omit the proof of this lemma which is similar to the proof of Theorem ����
That these pieces have the second property needed for the algorithm of ���� is less obvious�

Lemma 	�� For any contiguous z�range� the union of the projection of the pieces Gj
i de	ned above� whose

spheres� centers lie in the range� is linear in the number of these spheres�

Proof� Let S� be the set of spheres whose centers lie in some arbitrary contiguous z�range� that is� S� �
fSk� Sk��� � � � � Slg for � � k � l � n� Let m � jS�j � l 	 k  �� Let H� � fHk�Hk��� � � � �Hlg be
the corresponding collection of hemispheres facing the viewing direction� Our goal is to show that the
combinatorial complexity of the boundary of the projection on the viewing plane of the pieces Gj

i on the
hemispheres in H� is O	m
�
We �rst consider the full hemispheres in H�� Let U 	H�
 denote the projection of the hemispheres in H�

onto the xy�plane� which is the union of a set of disks� The boundary of U 	H�
 clearly has O	m
 complexity
����� The de�nition of the pieces Gj

i in this case means that we still have to cut out portions of the projections
of the hemispheres in H��those portions that are contained in spheres Si� with i � k� By Theorem ��� the
number of spheres that can interact with any hemisphere in H� is bounded by a constant� Thus we have to
tear o� O	m
 pieces of U 	H�
� The question now is how this cutting o� process may increase the complexity
of the boundary of the projection U 	H �
�
Construct a grid of squares of side rmax in the projection plane� Let Q be a square of this grid� We

observe that Q may be a�ected by at most a constant number of these cuts 	where one cut is due to the
interaction between two hemispheres� one in H� and the other not in H�
� The reason is that all those cuts
occur along a restricted z�range of length rmax�spheres farther apart cannot interact� Also the number
of non�empty squares Q is bounded by O	m
� This implies that the interaction between projected cuts
boundaries may increase the complexity of the boundary of U 	H�
 by at most O	m
�
We are left to consider the interaction between an original boundary edge e of U 	H�
 that remains after

cutting� with an edge of a cut� The projection #e of such an edge may intersect at most four grid squares�
Hence its interaction with cut edges may increase its contribution to the �nal union size by at most a con�
stant factor� Therefore the overall complexity of the projected union boundary is still O	m
� �

Lemmas ��� and ��� allow for applying the results in ���� to obtain�
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Theorem 	�	 Given a set of n spheres as de	ned in Theorem 
��� the visibility map can be computed in
time O		n  k
 log� n
� where k is the complexity of the resulting map�

� Conclusion

We have considered the hard sphere model of a molecule in a �xed nuclear con�guration from a computational
geometry point of view� We have shown that the collection of spheres representing the atoms of a molecule
in that model behaves favorably in comparison with an arbitrary collection of spheres in ��space� Using
this observation we were able to devise a data structure that e�ciently detects which atom spheres of a
molecule are intersected by a query sphere 	of bounded radius
� Then� we presented an e�cient algorithm
for computing the boundary 	or envelope
 of the union of atom spheres� Furthermore� we presented e�cient
algorithms for hidden surface removal of a molecule� Our results have been supported by experiments carried
out on actual molecule data� displaying the e�ciency and practicality of our approach�

Figure �� Drawing ca�eine shaded or with balls and sticks�

The approach described in this paper can be extended to obtain other pictures of molecules� In particular�
it is possible to obtain high�quality shaded pictures� again without using the ��dimensional graphics hardware�
The idea here is that we �ll the visible areas of the atoms with the relevant portions of an image of a shaded
atom� Because the number of di�erent atom types in a single molecule is small 	often less than �
 we can
easily precompute such images with a very high quality 	e�g�� using Phong shading rather than Gouraud
shading
� Actually� when printing the picture of the molecule� the computation of the atom images can be
done in Postscript itself� taking the resolution of the printer into account� See Figure � for an example�
Another commonway of displaying molecules is by using ball�and�stick models� where atoms are represented
by small balls and the links between atoms by thin sticks� To extend our approach to drawing ball�and�stick
models we have to extend the depth order to include the sticks� Under some mild additional assumptions�
that seem to be satis�ed by all molecules we checked� such a depth order can indeed be obtained 	although
it is sometimes required to split the sticks into three parts
� See Figure � for a resulting image�
We believe that other algorithmic problems in molecular modeling can be solved e�ciently using the data

structures and properties presented in this paper� The area also provides many other challenging problems�
like� Is it possible to preprocess two molecules such that one can e�ciently determine whether� in a particular
juxtaposition� the molecules intersect or not&
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